
Monitors

Last week we saw how token passing could be used to avoid interference
by controlling access (in a mutually exclusive manner) to shared (data)
resources.

We then went on to see how signal actions could be used to simulate
process behaviors. The idea being that a process simply waits (as a
result of synchronization) for the signal action (a shared action) to
occur. Once this action has occured we know that the requested process
behavior has occured. In this manner, signal actions encode or define
specific behaviors.

Notice that these behaviors are often carried out by a process other
than the process that generated the signal action. The processes that
carry out this work for us on our behalf our called monitor processes or
simply monitors.



Example 1 Let us say that we wish to define the action increment as
the following process:

Inc = (read[x: Int] -> write[x+1] -> END).

Then we could define the following process:

IncBehavior = (read[x: Int] -> write[x+1] -> increment -> IncBehavior) @ { increment }.

IncBehavior here is our monitor process.

Thus, monitors work by receiving requests to (typically) interact with
some data. The requesting processes (ie. those processes sharing
actions with the monitor) are then forced to wait until the monitor has
serviced the request. Thus, the only process that may directly access
the shared resource is the monitor. Every other process must ask the
monitor to interact with the shared resource on their behalf. The
monitor then signal ’s that the request has been serviced. This signal is
broadcast to all requesting processes.



Applications of Monitors

Many applications are built using a client/server architecture. In such
an architecture, client and servers communicate using a protocol that is
often based around handshaking.

Notice that by running a monitor in parallel, with another process that
shares its actions, we may enforce the behavior of the monitor process.

Thus, monitors may be used to enforce communication protocols that
utilize behavior in their definition.

We may classify such monitors according to the type of protocol they
enforce.



Condition Synchronization

Condition synchronization is where a monitor blocks or suspends a
process until a specified condition holds.

We illustrate this concept via an example.

Example 2 A web server is designed to only process with a limited
number of web page requests. Our process model should:

• not allow new requests to be received when our limit is reached

• not process requests until they have been received



Since the web server can only process a limited number of requests,
requests can only be allowed to arrive when we are below our limit, and
responses can only be given when at least one request has been received:

Server = Server[MaxReqs],

Server[n: 0..MaxReqs] =

(when (n > 0) request -> Server[n - 1] | when (n < MaxReqs) response -> Server[n 1]).+

where MaxReqs is some constant representing the maximum number of
requests that our web server may receive.



Semaphores

Semaphores were introduced by E.Dijkstra in 1968 and were one of the
first mechanisms proposed to deal with process synchronization
problems. Semaphores are a low-level concurrency control mechanism.
They are often used to implement higher-level concurrency control
mechanisms such as monitors.



A semaphore is an integer variable that can only take natural number
values (ie. ≥ 0).

After a semaphore S has been given an initial value, the only operations
permitted upon it are up and down:

• up simply increments the current value of the semaphore S.

• down decrements the current value of the semaphore S, when S >

0; otherwise it is left unchanged.

Typically, when the semaphore S is 0, we are forced to wait in some
way. When the semaphore has a non-zero value, then we have the
authority to proceed into our critical section of code.



There are a number of different types of semaphores possible all
depending on how processes should wait until the semaphore S takes a
value ≥ 1.

• Blocked-Set: Waiting processes are stored in a set (unordered!).

up: if processes are in this semaphores wait set, then wake one of
them, else increment S

down: if S > 0 then decrement S else suspend this process and add it
to this semaphores wait-set



• Blocked-Queue: As for blocked-set, except that we store the
suspended processes on a FIFO queue.

• Busy-wait: Waiting is implemented via a busy-wait loop.

up: increment S

down: while (S == 0) loop. On exit from loop, decrement S

A number of other possible semaphores exists, but they are beyond the
scope of this course.



Process Model of Semaphores

The following process definition provides a model for semaphores:

Semaphore(N=0) = Semaphore[N],

Semaphore[S: 0..Max] = (up -> Semaphore[S+1]

| when (S > 0) down -> Semaphore[S-1]

).



Our Semaphore process may then be used to control access to a critical
section as in the following example:

Example 3 Let the following process model some code with a critical
section:

Code = (inCrit -> outCrit -> Code).

In order to control access to this processes critical section, we must first
engage in our semaphores down action. Once we have done this action
then we know that the semaphore has a value of zero, and so that we are
permitted to enter our critical section.

On leaving the critical section, we signal this fact by engaging in the up

action.



Thus, we must modify our Code process as follows:

SCode = (down -> inCrit -> outCrit -> up -> SCode).

If we run three SCode processes in parallel, and only wish one process to
be in their critical section at any one time, then we can model this
situation via the process:

||ControlledSCode =

({p1,p2,p3}::Semaphore(1)

|| p1:SCode || p2:SCode || p3:SCode).



Note: The initial value of the semaphore indicates how many processes
can be in the critical section at the same time. Thus, semaphores allow
for a generalized solution to the mutual exclusion problem.

In the specical case where the semphore starts with the value 0, then we
may model the idea that as many processes as we wish may enter the
critical section!


